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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
This document describee the magnetic tape version of Volume 2 of the
University of Michigan systematic reclassification program for the Henry
Draper Catalogue (HD) stars on the MK system. Volume 2 contains all HD stars
in the declination range -53!0< 6 1900 4 - 40!0 and also exists in printed form
(Houk, N. 1978, Department of Astronomy, University of Michigan). The
magnetic tape version of Volume 1 of the catalogue (Houk, N. and Cowley, A. P.
1975, Department of Astronomy, University of Michigan) containing HD stars in
the zones -90!0 c 6 1900 < -539 is described by Nagy, T. A. 1979, Systems and
Applied Sciences Corporation document R-SAW-7/79-30.
The format of Volume 2 differs slightly from that of Volume 1 in the following
ways:
10 More accurate equatorial coordinates, as taken from a tape provided
by the Centre de Donnees Stellaires (COS), Strasbourg, are included.
2. In addition to CPD designations (also provided in Volume 1) CD
identifications are given.
3. A new remarks code "D" is provided to indicate stars listed in the
COS tape file as double, but not detected as double during
reclassification.
This documentation is intended to fully describe the tape version of the
catalogue, to enable users to read and process the data records without
problems and guesswork. It should be distributed with any machine-readable
version of the catalogue.
r
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SECTION 2 - TAPS CONTENTS
A byte-by-byte description of the contents of the catalogue is given in
Table 1. The suggested format is given in the final column.
Table 1. Tape Contents. University of Michigan Catalogue of Spectral Types





1- 6	 HD Number	 I6
	
7	 Blank or * (if spectral type contains lower case 	 Al
letters in the printed version of the catalogue)
	
8	 Blank or + (if spectral type not classifiable and 	 Al










27	 Blank or A (when classification used is an averages	 Al
quality used is then the highest of the qualities




i - spectrum near optimum exposure and not
overlapped with another spectrum
2 - spectrum may be slightly underexposed or
overexposed, or there may be slight
overlapping of two or more spectra
3 - spectrum quite overlapped by one or more
spectra, or noticeably underexposed
4 - badly overlapped spectra or underexposed













35- 40 Magnitude, photographic from the HD Catalogue. 6A1
If no photographic magnitude is given in the
HD, this field contains 99.99.	 The decimal
point is contained in byte 38, but only one
significant digit is given (except for 99.99)1
trerefore, if the magnitude is read and printed
as F6.2, a -tero will appear where a blank
should be printed.	 It is recommended that the
magnitude be read and printed in character
format unless calculations are to be performed
with it.
41 Blank or V (when the star is a known or suspected Al
variable and is not covered by an individual
entry in the remarks file).
42 Blank 1X
43- 52 Right Ascension (1900)
43 - 44	 hours 12
45	 blank 1X
46 - 47	 minutes 12
48	 blank 1X
49 - 52	 seconds F4.1
53 Blank 1X
54- 62 Declination (1900)
54 - 56	 degrees I3
57	 blank 1X
58 - 59	 arcminutes 12
60	 blank 1X
61 - 62	 areseconds 12
63 Blank 1X
64- 72 Centennial precession in a
64 - 67	 minutes of time 14
68	 blank 1X
69 - 72	 seconds of time F4.1
73 Blank 1X
74- 79 Centennial precession in d
74 - 76	 arcminutes 13
77	 blank 1X






_	 81- 85 Galactic longitude (degrees) F5.1
86 Blank 1X
87- 91 Galactic latitude (degrees) F5.1
92 Blank Ix
93-101 CPD number (blank if none)
93	 sign Al












113-115 Plate code #1 (each plate has an identification A3
codes Table 4 qives plate numbers and exposure
dates for the listed codes, while a digit in byte
113 indicates the number of plates used to
determine t'? average spectral type given)
116 Comma (,) Al or 1X
117-119 plate code M2 A3
120 Comma (,) Al or 1X
121-123 Plate code N3 A3
124 Comma (,) Al or 1X
125-127 Plate code M4 A3
Trble 2. Tape Contents of Remarks File. University of Michigan Catalogue of












SECTION 3 - TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
The information contained in Table 3 is sufficient to enable a user to read
the machine version of the catalogue. Information for the entire catalogue
(both files) is given in the table, but parameters which are easily varied
from installation to installation, such as blocksise (physical record length),
blocking factor (number of logical records per physical record), total number
of blocks, tape density, and coding (EBCDIC, ASCII) are not includeds this
infornation should always be supplied if copies of the catalogue are
transmitted to other users or installations.
Table 3. Tape Characteristics. University of Michigan Catalogue of Spectral
Woes for the HD Stars. Volume 2
NUMBER OF TRACKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 9
NUMBER OF FILES . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 2
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
	 '127,400
RECORD FORMAT'	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 PR
NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30400,4950
The numbers separated by commas refer to the first ana second files of the




SECTION 4 - RE.MARKS AND MODIFICATIONS
A magnetic tape containing the catalogue was received from the University of
Michigan in September 1978, along with a letter defining the format and
detailing differences from that of volume 1 of the catalogue, and some sample
copies of the preface to the printed version. Tabler 4 and 5 of this
document, describing the plate codes and remarks, have been reproduced from
the preface for the convenience of users not having access to the printed
versions however, for catalogue statistics, discussion of classification
procedures, qualities and averaging, and a list of the primary standards, the
printed version (Houk, N. 1978, Department of Astronomy, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104) should be consulted.
The following modifications have been made to the original tape records to
facilitate computer searching of the catalogue for spectral temperature
classes: (a) The * indicating lower case letters in spectral type (cf. byte
7, Table 1) was originally in byte S. It was moved to byte 7 (replacing a
blank) so that the + sign (cf. byte 8, Table 1), which was originally
contained in the first byte of the spectral type field (byte 9) could be moved
to byte S. This places the temperature class and subclass always in bytes
9-10 for easier searching. (b) To simplify processing of the remarks file,
originally supplied with undefined record lengths, the file has been converted
by Dr. Theresa A. Nagy of the Astronomical ^ata Center to a fixed logical
record length of 400 bytes.
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TA41LE 4
plat* Flat* Date Plot* Plots Plate Date Flat* Plate Plate Date Plot* Plate Hot* Date Plate
CH* NO.
^
Code No. Taken Code No. Taken Cod* No. Taken
W 8030 Feb. 21/22, 7: JO $920 Feb. 9/10, 70 LG 16624 Aug. 13/14, 74 NT 17153 Dec. 4/1.	 74
941 9029 Feb. 21/22, 71 JP 213: Itry 29/30, N W 3231 Dec. 9/10. N NZ 17155 Dee. 4/6.	 74
NT 9031 Feb. 21/22, 71 JO 2420 June 4/11, N LI 16625 Aug. 13/14, 74 NA $297 Dec. WIS. N
NZ 6102 Feb. 25/26. *71 A 16511 Aug. 9110, 74 LJ 7261 Aug. 29/29, 70 "1 3310 Oec. 16/17. N
IA 1129 Feb. 211/26, 11 J8 23SS Nay 29130, N LK 3230 Dec. 9/10. N NC 3299 Dec. 14/16. N
19 6103 Feb. 23/.16. 71 JT 2331 way 29/30, N LL 3232 Dec. 9/14. N ND 3290 Dec. 14/111, N
IC 8100 Feb. 26/26. 71 JU 992 Oct. 23/24, 67 NI 3233 Dec. 9/10, N NE 12209 Dec. 30/31, 72
ID 2161 Nay 19120. N JV 993 Oct. 23/24. 67 1A $234 Dec. 9/10, N PF 12:10 Dec. 30/31, 72
IS 2162 Nay 19/20, N Jti 1195 Oct. 23/24, 67 to 3235 Dec. 9/10, N MG 7296 Aug. 31/Sept 1. 70
IF 2163 Nay 19/20. N J1 996 Oct. 23/24. 67 L► 3309 Dec. 16/17, N NN 1SS26 Jan. 22/23. 71
IG 9202 Nor. 3/4. 71 Jr 947 Oct. 23/24, 67 LQ 3109 Dec. 16/1 7 , N N1 2195 Nay 20/21, N
IN 8442 Mar. 27/26, 71 JZ 9941 Oct. 23/24, 67 LA 1159 Nov. 7/8.	 67 NJ 3329 Dec. 17/16. N
11 9443 Ilan. 27128, 71 %A $694 Oct. 13/14, 71 LS 1160 Nov. 7/8,	 67 NK 121$3 Dec. 27/241 1	72
11 8444 Nor. 27/28, 71 K9 999 Oct. 23124, 67 LT 1161 Nov. 7/8,	 67 NL 3326 Dec. 17111. N
1K 2330 Nay 29/30, be KC 7297 Aug. 31/Sept 1.70 LU 1162 Nov. 7/8.	 67 NN 3012 Feb. 20/21,	 71
IL 10737 Nor. 20/21, 72 KD 220S Nay 21/22. N LV 3331 Dec. 17/16, N NN 2402 June 3/4,	 N
IN 1173 Nov. 11/12, t7 KE 2206 Nay 21122. N LN 7666 Jan. 28/29,	 71 NO 16508 Aug. 9/10, 74
IN 10739 Nor. 20121, 71 KF 13544 Jute 112. 73 L1 2378 June 112.	 N N► 16$09 Aug. 91 1 0, 74
10 12206 Dec. 30/31. 72 KG 10707 Nor. 19120, 72 Lv 2379 June 112.	 N NQ 5921 Feb. 9/10, 70
IF 7890 Jan. 28/29, 71 KM 10709 Nor. 19/20. 72 LZ 2380 June 1/2,	 as NR 3411 Dec. 17/28, N
IQ 7691 Jan. 28129, 71 91 70 May 12113. 67 MA 2381 June 112.	 N NS 6452 Her. 29/30. 71
IR 2164 /lay 19120, M KJ 1647S Aug. 7/8, 74 W, 13532 May 31/June 1. 73 NT 3606 Jan. 21122, 69
15 216S Nay 19/20, 66 [K 2376 June 1/2. N M: 976 Oct. 20121, 67 Nu 22S3 May ZS/26. N
IT 16$04 Aug. 9/10, 74 KL 2377 June 112, ee NO 9.19 Oct. 20121, 67 NY 2254 May 2S/26, 68
lu 8201 may 3/4. 71 KN 1399 June 3/4. 68 ME 9110 0.t. 20121, 07 NN 2255 Ma y 25/26, N
IV ISS24 Jan. 22 1 23. 74 KN 2400 June 3/4, 69 NF 4623 July 15/16, 69 N1 2156 May 25126, 69
IN 7892 Jan. 26129. 71 KO 2401 Just. 3/4, N MG 4624 July 15/16. 69 NT 2219 Noy 22123, N
it 7675 Jan. 27/20, 71 KP 11720 Oct. 10/11. 72 MN 7295 Aug. 31/Sept	 1,70 NZ 2164 Nay 20 1 21, N
IV 7689 Jan. 28129. 71 KQ 3236 Dec. 10/ 11. 69 MI 7988 Jan. 26129.	 71 OA 2220 Nay 2:123, N
lZ 7876 Jan. 27129, 71 KR 3237 Dec. 10111, 68 MJ 2192 Noy 20121,	 68 08 1201 may 21/21. N
JA 1877 Jan. 27/28, 71 KS 3239 Dec. 10111, 68 WK 2193 May 20121. 66 OC 2102 toy 21/12,	 68
J8 8453 Mar. 29/30, 71 KT 1146 NDv. 6/ 1 . 67 14L 1166 May 19120, 66 OD 2291 May 28129, N
JC ZIS2 Noy 16/19, 63 KU 1156 Nov. 7/8, 67 NM 2168 May 19/20, 61 OF 2204 Nay 11122, N
JO 10672 Nor. 18/19, 72 KV IIS7 Nov. 7/6, 67 MN 2169 Noy 19/20,	 66 OF 16SIO Aug. 9/10,	 74
JE 2149 Nay 18/19. N KV 1156 No , . '/1. 67 NO 1151 May 18/19,	 68 OG 2382 June 1/2.	 N
JF 11051 Apr. 23/24, 72 KK 1141 Nov. W. 6% MP 994 Oct. 23124,	 67 ON 2383 June 112,	 N
JG 11041 Apr. 12123, '2 KV 1151 Nov. 6/ 1 . 6' MQ 11641 Oct. 3/4.	 7: 01 2394 June 1/:,	 66
JN 10674 IUr. 11/19, ': K: 1152 Nov. 6/7, 6' MK 11616 Aug. 13/14,	 74 N 4613 June 16/17,	 69
JI 2150 my 18/19. 68 LA 1153 Nov. 61', n' NS 9561 Sept.:3/14, '1 OK 4614 .tune 16/17,	 69
JJ 2327 Ma y 29/30, 68 La 1154 Nov. 6!', 67 14T 1161' Aug. 13/14,	 1 OL 4615 June 16'17	 69
JK 11059 Apr. :2123, 71 LC ll': Nov. 11/1:. 1' N1 3191 Dec. 15 1 16,	 68
ON 4616 June 1611 7 ,	 69
JL 1326 May :9/30, 68 LD :284 Na y :6/29, 65 w 32,115 Dec. 14115,	 61
JM 141' June 4/5, 6a Lf :23' May 141:5, 6a W 1:94 Dec. 14/15,	 6A
JN 11043 Apr. 22/:3, , LF .:58 tbv :41; :5. 68 MK 332: Dec. 1'%18,	 68
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SNA	 IOS96	 Mir. 17/18, 72
3NK	 !0595	 lie. 17/13. 72
AMT	 IOS97	 Mar. 17/18. 72
302	 10600 tar. 17/18, 72
31A	 IOS99	 Mar. 17/16. 72
319	 10611	 Mir. 17/18. 72
31C	 10:9t	 Mir. 17118. 72
110	 10619	 wr. 17/18, 72
31F	 10610	 Mir. 17/12, 7'
M F	 10621	 Mar. 17/19. 72
31G	 10627	 Mar. 17/111. 72
31H	 10628	 Mar. 17/11. 72
311	 10629	 11mr. 17/11, 72
313	 1.:736
	 fir. 20/21, 71
AM	 10738	 Mar. 20/21. 72
31N Mill	 tar. Pi 18, 72
MN	 10740	 Maf. 20111, 72
310	 10591
	 IMar. 1 7 1 t5, 12
31P	 10593	 Mar. 11/18, 72
SIQ
	
IOS94	 tar. 11/18, 72
311	 10612	 Mar. 17/16. 72
315	 10623	 tar. 17'18. I
31U	 10626	 Nor, 17/11, 72
31V	 10'74	 Apr. 4/S, 7:
310	 10775	 Apr. 41S,
311	 10601	 Nor. 17/12. 72
311	 10773	 Apr. 4/5,	 72
31.	 10601	 Iar. 17/15.
3JA	 !0603	 tar. 17/19. 72
3JC	 10667	 Nor. 16119, '.
3JD	 10613	 Mr. 16/19,
SJt	 106:4	 Iar. 1.7/16, 72
SO	 11056	 Apr. 23/24, 12
SJG	 11042	 Apr, 221:1, 12
3JN	 10b'S	 tar. 15/19. '.
3J1	 10625	 mar. 1'115, '.
SJ1	 11040	 Apr. :21:3,
I' M	 11045	 Apr. 22/23,
1111	 11044	 Apr. 22!:3.
SJO	 1018'	 Apr. 4/%	 '2
31D




316 IWO6 Mar. 16119. 1.
lei	 10'10	 tar. 1811 19. ':
AM	 11046	 Apr. -..:A,
Hl,	 1104'	 Apr. 21.23,
Plot* Flat* ate Plate
Cede Mb.	 Taken
39L	 11048	 Apr. 22123, 72
3L8	 10539 star. 17/18. 72
SID	 1060S	 Her. 17/18, 72
3L!	 10606 Mir. 17/18. 72
SLF	 10607	 Ilar. 17/11. 72
SLY	 10770 Apr. 4/5. 72
SLN	 10771
	 Apr. 4/S. 72
3011	 10772	 Apr. 4/5. 72
IW	 lobos mar. 17!18, 72
3019	 10609	 Mar. 17/18, ?2
3ML	 10662	 Nor. 17/111, 72
3091	 10664	 Mar. 17/16, ?2
JO	 10665 Mir. 18119. 7I
IN1	 10666 Mar. 16/19. 72
3NC	 10776 Apr. VS. 7.
so	 10777	 Apr, 4/5, 71
ME	 10771 Apr. 4/$,
IMF	 10779	 Apr. 1/S, 72
3N1	 10783	 Apr. 4/5,
3111	 10663	 Mar. 17/18. 72
ANN	 10760	 Apr. 4/5,	 .
3NQ	 10711	 Apr. 4/5. 7.
SO	 10784	 Apr. 1/S,	 .
3115	 10651	 tlor. 18/19. 12
ANT
	 10651	 Mar. 18/19, '.
3011)	 10653	 Mar. 16/19, '2
311V	 10651	 Mar. 18/19, •.
So	 10655	 Nor. 11/19,
AM	 1065•	 Mar. 16/19, 72
On	 1065'	 Nor. 16/19, '-
304	 10651	 Mar. 16!19, 7.
308	 IOb59	 list. 16/19, '.
30C	 10660	 Mar. 16/19, '.
S00	 10666	 WA r. 12/19,
301
	
10669	 1(ar. 16119, '-
411	 1)600	 June 314. '3
41T	 1343'	 May :b!:', '3
4J5
	 11161	 Jan	 :1A. '3
4JJ	 13435 w .  26; r, 3
4JL
	 13156	 WA 
	
:612', '3
4J ► 	 11601	 June A14,	 -3
4JQ	 13604	 June 3 4	 '3
4J6	 13605	 June 3!4, '3
4JS	 13606	 June 1 4, 13
4JT	 LSb01	 June 1:'4,	 '1
4JU	 11'09	 0' t. 10 11, '-
Pleb Plate ate Plate
Cep No.
	 Taken
4JV	 11710 Oct. 10/11, 72
4.110	 11712	 Oct. 10/11. 72
411	 11713	 Oct. 10/11, 72
4JT	 11714	 Oct. 10/11, 72
432	 11713	 Oct. 10/11, 72
4LA	 11716	 Oct. 10/11. 72
4Ki
	
11716	 Oct. 10/11. 72
491	 11717	 Oct. 10/11, 72
4KF	 13169 Apr. 21128. 72
Oki	 13190 Apr, 27/21, 72
4101 ISSN Jtwe 3/4, 73
4901 13596 Jute 3/4, 73
4KO	 13496	 Play 30/31, 7:.
4KF	 11719	 Oct. 10/11, 72
49Q	 11711	 Oct. 10/11. 72
4K1	 11 - 22	 Oct. 10/11, 72
41S	 11615	 Oc\. 2/3. 7:
4KT	 11616	 Oct. 2/3, 72
4111	 11617	 act. 2/3,	 72
4KV	 11616	 Oct. 211, 72
4KN	 11614	 Oct. 2/3.	 12
4:1	 12144	 Dec. 27/28, 72
411'	 12145	 Dec. 27/26, 72
49 1.	 12146	 Dec. 27/21. ?1
4LA 12147 Dec. 27/26. 7
 L 12141 Dec. 27/16, '2
4 L
	 11612	 Oct. 314	 12
4118	 Ilb4b	 Oct. 3/4, 71
4L1	 11645	 Oct.	 3/4,
4 W
	 1 1644	 Oct. 314,




4L01	 12156	 Dec. 26/29,
4LN	 1215'	 Dec. is/:9,
4LA1	 1:156	 Dec. 26/29. ?.
4LP 12, 159 DOC. W.N.
4L.Q	 1:160	 Dec. :5/ :9,
469	 1:161	 Dec. 211:9.
4L5	 155'4	 Jan. 28%29, '4
41-T	 1:163	 Dec. :t/:9,
1 U ! 	'.'I6/	 Dec. :6/29,	 .
41.1	 1W.'	 June 3/4, '3
413	 13SAS	 Ploy !2115, '3
4L:	 13343	 Nov 12/13, '3
410
	 13144	 Mav 1:113, '1
406	 13 Alt•	01av 1: 1 13. '1
Plate vista ate Plate
Cede No.	 Taken
418 13533 lay 31/Jtwe 1, 13
40 13534 May 31/Juno 1, '3
1011	 13SIS lie 31/Jtwe 1. 73
1011	 13536 Day 31.'Jtwe 1. 73
am 13391 Sept 29/30. 73
4191 13892 " 29/30. 73
NM 16SI2 Aug. 9/10, 74
4"Q	 11640 Oct. 314, 72
400 20030 Oct. 21/22. 76
NB	 1'% S4%	 Aug. 10/11. 74
of	 IOS46 Aug. 10/11. 74
1191	 12217	 Jan,	 112,	 73
4w	 12111	 Jan. I/I, 73
40	 12119	 Jan. 1/2, 73
4M1	 22::6	 Jan. i/2, 73
411'	 17154	 irc. 4/5,	 74
4012	 11130	 Dec. 29/30, 12
4111A	 12149	 Dec. 27/21, 72
am$	 12150 Dec. 27/19. 72
4NG	 ISt93 Sept 29/30, 73
4111	 12151	 Dec. 27121, 72
4101	 12154	 Dec. 27/28. 72
4111.	 12151	 Dec. 27/28. 7:
4101	 13499	 Clay 30/31, 73
1ND	 13500 Mar 30/31, 'A
4NP	 13501	 May 30/31, 73
4OF	 13502	 Ma y SO/At, '.
108.	 13503	 flat 30/11. 7.
40H	 16535	 Aug. 10/11, 74
401
	 16536	 Aug. 10/11, '4
400	 16537	 Aug. loill, '4
aa1
	 110'	 Oct. 314,
40L	 11638	 Oct. 3/4,
40M	 11619	 Oct. V4,
AM	 $919	 Feb. 9; lo. 'o
ANN	 3415	 Drc. :3_'9, 6A
9KN	 95	 Ma.	 Ib.'I'. 6'





SJ:1	 Aug. 1:'13, r,9
94t
	 u13	 I)e.. 26,'2'1 , 6A
9hF	 w"A Mar. 61', '0
9VM	 6o'S	 Not	 0 1..!,
b-3
V. Ducription of Remarks
Further information about 4930 stars is given in the back of
the catalogue. To aid the uw in deciding wbirther to consult the
remarks for a particular star, the following notation is used in
Column 3 of the ate: ague:
• indiatee that the remark contain the HR (Bright Star
Catalogue) number and the Bay ar or Flamsted designs•
tiona where applicable.
indicates that information from the astronomical
literature is given. In most caeca individual literature
rekrenosa are not given; references systematically
eaerchW by A. P. Cowley are listed at the end of this ac-
tion. Remarks wen generally restricted to those relevant
to the spectral appearance, sod as rotation, variability,
and duplicity, and generally have included only inferma-
tion abort the Par which might affect the spectral clan•
sification.
includes remarks that do not fit into any other category.
Almost all of that are NGC or IC designations for
ntebal±e.
Needy half of the stars in the remarks section have
remarks of this type. All 'R' remarks were written by NH
in the course of the spectral classification and all are
related in some way to the spectrum. Most of the sym-
bols and notation are self-ctpianatory, but note that
"yld." was usad for yields and yield (followed by a
temperature or luminosity type) since an arrow c, an
implies sign was not available. Note also that in quota-
tions the close quote sign is the same as the open quote
sign and hence faces the wrong direction. We discuss
some of the more frequent types of 'R' remarks, in order
of frequency of occurrence.
461 stars in the catalogue have composite spectra or pcs-
sibly composite spectra and each of these has a remark So
that it can be easily differentiated from known double
pan which also sometimes have two iypn listed in the
catalogue.
In 318 cases the fact that the star was visually double was
deduced from the appearance of the spectrum (fussy.
double-lined, or closely overlapped) and the following
data were listed (taken from Lick Publ. 21, 1%3, unless
otherwise noted): position angle p, angular distance d.
and magnitudes of components. Sometimes a rough
spectral type for the secondary component is also listed in
the remarks, but often only a single type is listed in the
catalogue, and it may actually be an average of the two
components in 4ome cases.
Remarks are made for all stars (a 130) showing emis-
sion or filled-ice lines. and the lines in emission arc iden-
tified in the remark. For nebulae the lines in emission are
often not listed.
The great malonr y of Am stars do not have remarks, but
• 100 do Similarly some 123 of the Ap stars have 'R'
remarks. For both Am and Ap stars these are mainly
weak or questionable cases, and the spectral type listed in
the catalogue may not indicate the possible metallic-line
or peculiar nature of the star. Unusual and extremely
pray cases are 11160 included among the remarks.
About 100 of the 'R' remarks pertain to fuzzy or closely
overlapped spectra some of which are probably new
visual or spectroscopic doubles.
Alma all of the • 33 weak-metal stars have 'R'
remarks. In many cases the spectral type indicated by the
G band is given to supplement the H-tine and metallic-
line types Sim in the catalogue. Slight or questionable
and extreme casts are also noted.
About 33 stars of widely different spectral types have 'R'
remarks because the various spec± al line ratios indicate
discrepant temperature or luminosity types and it was not
possible to arrive at a consistent type. Some of these are
certainly due to the composite or closely double nature of
the stars, while others reflect abundance anomalies. Still
others may be caused by overlapping spectra or emulsion
defects.
Other smaller categories of 'R' remarks include:
a 13 substantial disagreements with the HD t ,talogue.
mainly with respect to spectral types: • 30 possibi Fm 6
Del types; s 43 stars with strong CH—these are not indi-
cated in the catalogue spectral types.
The Stellar Dara Center at Strasbourg provided a listing
of visual double stars. Remarks beginning "undetected
visual double" were included for doubles not discovered
in the course of the spectral classification, tM _:her. hav-
ing 'R' remarks. 'D' remarks were incr:aed for the 1874
doubles having a separation A 30" and a J mail < 4.0
mail, since for these the spectral appearance and hence
the assigned spectrah type might be affected. No 'R'
remarks were changed, so note h'tat some spur ious "Am"
and "weak-lined" remarL's remain.
V All variables and suspected va;ria'bles are indicated by a
• V' after the magnitude. Each has a remark in the back of
the catalogue giving variable star designation, type of
variability. magnitude rsnge, and period, when: these nra
known.
All spectral types in the catalogue taken from other
sources are preceded by a danger. Each such star has a
remark giving the reason the star could not be classified
,,n Michigan plates and the Source of the clauifiution.
All but 120 were taken frem the HD catalogue. In the
case of types taken from the catalogues by Jaschek irr al
(1964) and by Kennedy and Buscombe (1974) the above
are quoted rather than the original reference in these
catalogues. MK types for start brighter than V.73 not
included in the paper by Hiltner, Garman, and Schile
referenced below have been kindly prey ded by R. F. Gar-
nson prior to publication. Although the types are
preliminary, they are on a more homogeneous system
than any others available. Retererrces marked with a daE-
ger below were used as sources for spectral typo. Stan
which were too faint to classify on MhchhigAn plates were
not searched for in the dagger relerawes since chances of
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V - reference for V remarks
t - reference for t remarks
L Aller, M. F., Elate, G., and Williams, J. A. 1970, "Michigan
Abundance Catalogue". unpublished.
L Babcock, H. W. 1938, "A Catalog of Magnetic Stars", Ap.
A SapW.. 3. 141.
L Batten, A. H. 19117, "Sixth Catalogue of the Orbital Ele-
ments of Spectroscopic Binary Systems", Pub. D.A.O..
13,119.
L Bernacca, P. L. and Perinotto. M. 1970, "A Catalogue of
Stellar Rotational Velocities", Coat. Obl. Astro.,
Padova, No. 239.
VL Bidelman, W. P. 1934, "Catalogue and Bibliography of
Emission-Line Stu. of Types Later than B", Ap. J. Sup-
pl., 1. 175.
tL Cannon, A. J. and Pickering, E. C. 1918-24, "The Henry
Draper Catalogue', HwvwW Annals, 91-99.
t Hihner. W k., Garrison, R. F., and Schild, R. E. 1969. Ap.
A. 157, 313.
L HoMeit, D. 1964, Catalogue of Bright Start. (New Haven:
Yak University Observatory).
t Jeschek, C., Cottle, H., and Sierra, A. C. 1964, "Catalogue
of Stellar Spectra Classified in the Morgan-Keenan
System", Series Astrowmica. I& Obs. Astron., U. Nac.
La Plata.
L Janchek, C., Ferrer, L., and Jaschek. M. 1971, "Catalogue
and Bibliography of B type Emission Line Stars", Series
Astronomica. 37. Obis. Astron., U. Nac. La Plata.
t Kennedy, P. M. and Buncombe, W. 1974, MK Spectral Clas-
s(Aratlatrs, (Evanston: Department of Astronomy,
Northwestern University).
V Kukarkin. B. V. et al. 1%5, Second Catalogue of Suspected
Var"t Stars, (Moscow: Sternbeq State Astronomical
Institute).
V Kukarkin, B. V. et al. 1%9, General Catakeur of Variable
Stars, 3rd ad., (Moscow: Sternberg State Astronomical
Institute).
L Luyten, W. J. 1955, "A Catalogue of 1849 Stan with Proper
Motions Exceeding 0.5 Annually", Lund Press.
L Pedoussaut, A. and Ginestet. N. 1971, "Spectroscopic
Binaries-11th Complementary Catalogue', Asir. and
Ap. Supol., 4, 253.
L Uesugi, A. and Fukuda, 1. 197' "A Catalog of Rotational
Velocities of the Stars C-mr, hut. Ap. ane Kwasan
Obs., Kyoto. No. 189.
L Wackerling, L. R. 1970, "Catalogue of Early-Type Stars
Whose Spectra Have Shown Emission Lines", Meru.
R.A.S.. 73, 153.
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SECTION 5 - SAMPLE LISTING
The sample listing given on the following pages contains logical data records
exactly as they are recorded on the tape. The beginning of each record and
bytes within the record are indicated by the column heading index across the
top of the page (digits read vertically). Since logical records in both files
are longer than 115 bytes, remainders of the records (bytes 116-127 for file
1; bytes 116-230 for file 2) are printed in succeeding rows. (For the remarks
file, the third row of each record contains bytes 231-345 and the fourth row
bytes 346-400.)
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